Growth in number of computer clusters on campus and look up Chemical Engineering 344 on the Mosaic computer, and everything he needs to know is at his fingertips.

The availability of lecture notes is just one of the many educational uses of computers that have students and professors excited. Programs such as Mosaic and Courseware have altered the way students study, making it in many instances more convenient.

"It's good," Fitzpatrick said. "I can go to the computer lab and find everything from class notes to the answers for homework and tests."

Professors have taken advantage of computers as well. Jeff Kanto, a professor of chemical engineering, was one of the first professors to make his notes available to students such as Fitzpatrick via Mosaic, and he uses computers in class-room instruction as well.

"Last year, I taught a chemistry class with Professor Dave Leighton, and students could go to where we could use the monitors in the classroom," Kanto said. "We could work our way through different visual documents on the screen. It was a vital part of the course."

While not all professors have made their notes available to Mosaic and Courseware programs, the significant majority have.

Edward Klite, professor of English and director of the Freshman Writing Program, introduced the Dordtus writing program to the freshman English classes three years ago, and the results have been positive.

"I think students are writing better," he said. "One of the benefits of the use of computers is that students are willing to do more writing. Students can do research and manipulate information on computers."

"Writing classes use the computer to get students this year's topics, revising, collaborating on their work with peers, and editing," Klite said.

An outlining program called Inspiration helps students organize their ideas, and reviews on proper grammar are provided by the Freshman Writing Tutorial. Also included is a suggestion list that provides 182 ways of starting on a topic.

The programs are designed to keep students involved and prevent students from slipping behind during the regular semester.

"These programs are interesting and do not just passively. These programs prompt you to do research and do more writing. If you don't do it, then the computer will turn itself off," Klite continued. "This computer will not do everything for you. 'Hey buddy, you're doing it wrong.'"

Instructors have grown accustomed to the new classroom environment. See OUC / page 3
The real clear and present danger

A short while ago, Tom Clancy wrote a book about the world in 1993, the year of the collapse of the former Soviet Union. In "The Sum of All Fears," Middle Eastern terrorists manage to attain nuclear materials to create a bomb. The German scientist makes it, bomb ready, and then smuggles it to the United States. The terrorists then place the bomb next to Mideast High Stadium, during a superbowl, and set it off when they are a safe distance away.

The climax of the story is quickly reached, with world policy makers and mass communication threaten world nuclear war, until Jack Ryan—hero extraordinaire in Clancy's summer. Although in those instances it was only enough to perform tests on, and not really capable of bomb creation, the possibility of enough material to be smuggled out of the former Soviet Union exists.

The danger of a nuclear war seems to be gone. The days of a nuclear winter—days of winter—come in to save the day, and prevents the idea that winter fades into the sunset, and all is good with the world. Recently, scientists from both the former Soviet Union and U.S. met to discuss the dangers of the ever spreading nuclear material in the world today. There were at least three disconcerting pieces of news.

The heroes ride off into the inevitable. The heroes ride off into the inevitable. The heroes ride off into the inevitable. The heroes ride off into the inevitable. The heroes ride off into the inevitable.

Newspapers do not cover the issue, relegating it to the back pages of the newspapers, as if the most serious issues can be swept under the rug. There is no public outcry for reform, no national debate, no public discussion about how the U.S. can prevent or deter such an attack.

While most child-care providers are trustworthy, with checks, the government has little to offer most of all watching children. A growing number of nervous parents are hiring professional investigators like Caldwell and Brannett to weed out potential Nannies from Hell from the Mary Poppins.

Ousted executive gets $34 million

WILMINGTON, Del. A jury awarded $34 million to the ousted president of Dart Group Inc. Tuesday in the latest twist in a messy and public fight for control of the book, auto parts and real estate empire.

The U.S. District Court jury decided Haft had been fired without due cause by his father, 73-year-old Dart Chairman Herbert Haft. "I won't be going back. There's too many problems there," Robert Haft said. Haft told the jury he is going to start another business or be associated with another one.

The case involved a $2.4 million jury award, reached after about two weeks of deliberations, granted him exactly what he had sought—breach-of-contract damages of $18.8 million from Dart Group, $12.8 million from its Crown Books Corp. subsidiary, and 100,000 shares of Crown, valued at $12.5 million at the time.

While smuggling never was easy, and the law is far from impossible. The technology exists with age-old policy machines and misinformation. How would you react to the White House? What about Chicago? How about all the people in Mile High stadium, all the people in the surrounding area, and the people in the town where they worked. Professor Vinitzke said he's handling all the cases this year than last and expects even more next year.

MOBILE, Ala.

Hundreds of rail bridges at risk

A random sampling of private investigators shows more have been devoting part of their practices to investigating child-care providers in recent years. At the same time, many states have cropped up to help working parents, to weed out potential Nannies from Hell from the Mary Poppins.

Space shuttle detours to California

Space shuttle Discovery and its six astronauts slid through clear skies to a flawless desert landing Tuesday after an 11-day mission that included the first underwater spacewalk in a decade. Two days of storminess at Cape Canaveral forced NASA to bring the shuttle to California for the second time this year. The last diversion occurred in April when bad weather also interfered with a Florida landing. NASA prefers Florida for its mild weather. The shuttle crew also released and later retrieved a satellite that focused its instruments on the sun's corona, or outer atmosphere.

Einstein memorial statue sought

He reshaped the most fundamental ideas about time and space. Relatively speaking, however, Albert Einstein is unheralded in the town where he worked. Professor Vinitzke said he's handling all the cases this year than last and expects even more next year.

Einstein's gaffe

The Accu-Weather® forecast for noon, Wednesday, Sept. 21.
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Eric Rushing

New York

The young parents knew something was amiss. Since they hired a new babysitter two months earlier, their toddler suffered recurring diarrhea after they took their telephone bills were unusually high. With the help of a video camera connected to her kitchen light, their suspicions were confirmed.

The sitter was on the phone 95 percent of the time. She didn't even ask for a drink when feeding the child, "the little girl," said New York private detective Joseph Caludone, who exposed the sitter on video.

While most child-care providers are trustworthy, with checks, the government has little to offer most of all watching children. A growing number of nervous parents are hiring professional investigators like Caldwell and Brannett to weed out potential Nannies from Hell from the Mary Poppins.

Parents find that nanny background checks are needed

Edward's Air Force Base, Calif.

Space shuttle Discovery has a tennis ball size hole in its wing. The hole was caused by a debris field that flew off the Defense Department's Taurus ICBM. The hole was barely visible from the inside of the shuttle.

In the work force today and most rely on sitter who has been fingerprinted. About 25 percent more child-care cases this year than last and expects even more next year.

To be sure, 55 percent of women with children ages 6 and under are in the work force today and most rely on sitter who has been fingerprinted. About 25 percent more child-care cases this year than last and expects even more next year.

"There are more people looking for nannies than there are nannies available," said Dana Friedman, co-president of the Family ChildCare Work Institute, a New York based non-profit research firm. "Most (nanny) agencies don't do a good job screening ... because most of them are just looking for warm bodies.

MOBILE, Ala.

After Amtrak's worst rail disaster occurred almost a year ago, the Coast Guard found hundreds of rail bridges vulnerable to a marine crash like one that sent the Sutton Limited careening down a swamp. In its final report released Tuesday, the National Transportation Safety Board recommended a sweeping inspection of rail and highway bridges, saying the lack of such a probe was likely contributed to the Sept. 22, 1993, crash that killed one person and injured 14.

The board's report also said the government should also convene a task force to conduct an expanded study that would include highways that span waterways.

The board's report also said the government should also convene a task force to conduct an expanded study that would include highways that span waterways.
Nuclear reductions on hold

By ROBERT BURNS
Associated Press

WASHINGTON

Concerned that Russia might re-emerge as a military threat, the Clinton administration has decided against substantial new reductions in the U.S. nuclear arsenal, Defense Secretary William Perry said Tuesday.

"The most important reason to be concerned about the future is that Russia still has about 25,000 nuclear weapons — many more than enough to threaten our national survival," Perry said.

Perry said the United States already has reduced its arsenal of strategic, or long-range, nuclear arms to 8,000 as set by the first Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty, even though that treaty has not yet officially entered into force. A second START treaty, not yet ratified by the Senate or the Russian parliament, would reduce U.S. and Russian strategic arsenals to 3,500 warheads each.

Some private defense experts have recommended large additional cuts in the U.S. arsenal, from 2,000 warheads and later to as few as 100. Some also advocate destroying, rather than just storing, warheads that are taken out of service.

The main rationales offered for continuing to reduce the size of U.S. and Russian nuclear arsenals are to lessen the chance of a nuclear accident or attack, and to encourage other nations to give up their weapons or forgo making more.

But in a policy address to the Henry Stimson Center, Perry indicated that a lengthy administration study, dubbed the Nuclear Posture Review, has concluded that it's too early to consider substantial new arms reductions and that the U.S. military must be prepared to reverse recent arms cuts in an emergency.

RHA

continued from page 1

planning stages, and Cherubini hopes to "improve student involvement" this year through increased publicity.

Preliminary ideas for Halloween and Christmas activities have been introduced, but nothing has been officially decided as of yet.

RHA helps coordinate residence hall dances, and was informed last night of a new rule handed down from the Office of Residence Life. All students participating in the dance must arrive by 10 o'clock.

Other RHA activities tentatively include:

• A Halloween Party sponsored by SAB and Dalloway's, which would feature pumpkin carving, story telling and a magician has been planned.

• A Wacky Winter Olympics, again sponsored together with SAB has been discussed.

Plans for Alcohol Awareness Week have been proposed.

interestingside effects. In Kantor's classes, students can get a complete and current list of their grades at any time via a grade reporter.

"Students like the grade reporter," Kantor said. "They can see exactly where they stand -- even at three o'clock in the morning -- and plus they can make sure that I haven't made a mistake in recording their grades. Without the reporter, how could they see if I made a mistake?"

"It's really neat," Fitzpatrick agreed. "You can get an up-to-the-minute review."

To ensure the privacy of every individual's grades, the grade reporter is designed so each student can gain access only to his or her grades.

"We worked hard to get the privacy issue done right. That was a key concern," Kantor said. "But the system is as secure as an e-mail."

Mosaic can access text not only on campus, but worldwide, which means that students and professors can get information from other campus departments.

"I can get notes from the University of Florida, for example, and my notes were used by the students there," Kantor said. "I was getting queries from students there."

While the worldwide connections between bodies of information can be exciting, sometimes there can be disadvantages.

"If you know you can get the name of the professor's computer," Fitzpatrick said, "there is a disincentive to go to class if you're pressed for time or just lazy."

CANDAX McNAIR PROGRAM

ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING WITH
DR. MARIO BORELLI
DIRECTOR, CANDAX

DR. ROLAND SMITH
EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT
TO THE PRESIDENT

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 26, 1994
7:00 P.M.
ROOM 123 NIEUWLAND SCIENCE HALL
FOR STUDENTS FROM UNDERREPRESENTED GROUPS

ALL INTERESTED STUDENTS ARE INVITED
REFRESHMENTS AFTER THE MEETING AT 8 P.M.
Get a RUDY cup on Tuesdays!
Chips, Popcorn, & More

Big Screen T.V. • Darts • 3 Pool Tables
3:00 p.m. – 3:00 a.m.
Come see where Rudy was filmed...

Hey Seniors, Why go to the Alumni Senior Club?
...great location...campus bands...
friendly atmosphere...Friday lunches
...the only club on-campus...
theme nights...lots of dance space
...rockin' Wednesday nights...
Because senior year only comes once!

Tacos, Burritos, & Beverages
Daily Specials
Munchies Served 'till:
12:30 weekdays
1:30 weekends

Big Screen T.V.'s
Pool, Darts, & Bands

Penny Wednesdays
IN GOOD TIMES WE TRUST
INVEST WISELY IN HEARTLAND!

WHERE RE DAME SOUTHBEND
CLUB Live Entertainment
Pool Table
Big Screen T.V.

(219)233-5733 • 111 N. Woodward Court
Across the Street from Teacher's Credit Union on Washington

Cactus Jack's
Mexican Grill & CANTINA
Monday-Wednesday 11:00 a.m.-1:00 a.m. • Thursday-Saturday 11:00 a.m.-2:00 a.m.
Sunday 12:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m.
Located just a few steps from Turtle Creek and Campus View!
(219)277-JACK 1827 S. Bend Ave. • The Campus Shoppes

Mishawaka Brewing Co.
Microbrewery!
Study Booths
Baby Back Ribs
Pubburrito
Irish Meat Pie
Sandwiches
Appetizers
Outdoor Beergarden
61" Widescreen T.V.

256-9993
3703 N. Main - Mishawaka
1/2 Block south of Edison
Aircraft fired at during relief flight

The humanitarian airlift feeding much of Sarajevo was suspended today after an aircraft was shot at just hours after it resumed.

And in a forecast of another winter of war, residents of the capital were left without water, heat and in the dark again today due to Serb reluctance to restore utilities to Sarajevo.

With the Bosnian capital relatively quiet following the worst fighting in half a year over the weekend, U.N. aid officials had anticipated today after an aircrafting much of Sarajevo was suspended today after a one-day suspension of relief flights. But they quickly reimposed it after discovering bullet holes in the fuselage of a French supply plane after it rounded Sarajevo.

Lt. Col. Tim Spicer, Rose’s spokesman, told reporters that Sarajevo was calmer than it has been since the weekend, when three people were killed and dozens wounded as government and Serb troops exchanged mortar fire.

The fighting apparently started with a government infantry attack supported by mortars inside the city. That touched off retaliatory fire by besieging Serbans who targeted the city center.

U.N. officials said both sides violated the February agreement to keep heavy weapons at least 20 kilometers — 12 miles from the city and warned Monday that they faced possible NATO air attacks if the shelling did not stop.

In northeastern Bosnia, Serbs herded hundreds more Muslims across the front lines Monday, leaving only a scattering of non-Serbs in the region.

The exodus from the towns of Bijeljina and Janja showed the determination of ethnic Serb nationalists to force out the last few thousand non-Serbs who have endured more than two years of harassment and deprivation.

The Serb-imposed cutoff of utilities persisted for the fifth day, prompting Lt. Gen. Sir Michael Rose, commander of U.S. troops in Bosnia, to meet with Bosnian Serb officials in their stronghold of Pale, east of Sarajevo.

With potable water, natural gas and electricity all originating outside the city, Serbs surrounding Sarajevo can choose them off anytime.

Monitors hovered around 45 degrees at daybreak today, underlining the dependency of city residents on Serb goodwill — wood and other fuels are next to nonexistent after two winters of siege, leaving most Sarajevans counting on gas for heating and cooking.

Attention Freshmen, Sophomores and Juniors

Win an NSEP scholarship to study abroad in regions of the world outside of Canada and Western Europe.

Applicable to most foreign study abroad programs.

Come to the informational meeting with Professor A. James McAdams on Monday evening, September 26, 1994 at 7 p.m. in room 131 DeBartolo

Lecture Presentation

“Abortion’s Current Controversies: Violence, Cairo, RU486”

Presenters: Dr. John Willke, M.D.
Barbara Willke, R.N.

Date: Wednesday, September 21, 7:30 p.m.
Place: Room #101, DeBartolo Hall

Dr. and Mrs. Willke will give an overview of fetal development and explain the Pro-Life stance on abortion. They will also discuss current issues surrounding abortion such as the current attacks on abortionists and the world population conference in Cairo. Questions from the audience will be encouraged.

Dr. Willke is President of the International Right to Life Federation and President of Life Issues Institute. He and Mrs. Willke have been among the original leaders of the Pro-Life movement.

Former Premier to be charged in scandal

By ELAINE GANLEY

Former Premier Laurent Fabius and two former members of his Cabinet will be charged this month with complicity in poisoning hemophiliacs who received AIDS-tainted blood products, justice officials said Tuesday.

Fabius, former Social Affairs Minister Georgina Dufoix and former Health Minister Edmond Herve will appear before the special Court of Justice of the Republic at separate hearings from Sept. 27 to Sept. 30, the officials said.

The court, created a year ago, is the only body with the authority to try ministers for crimes allegedly committed while in office.

The decision to charge the three follows two years of legal maneuvering by hemophiliacs and their families, who sought government accountability in a scandal that shook France’s state-run health care system and contributed to the Socialists 1993 legislative defeat.

The scandal grew out of revelations that blood products contaminated with HIV, the AIDS virus, were knowingly distributed to hemophiliacs in 1985. About 1,200 hemophiliacs were contaminated with the AIDS virus as a result, and more than 300 have died.

The decision to charge Fabius and the two other ministers adds a new political dimension to the scandal, which has until now been officially blamed on medical officials alone. Four lower-ranking health officials were convicted in 1992, and a new charge of poisoning has recently been brought against three of them.

Fabius, who maintains he was not consulted about distributing the tainted blood, said Tuesday he welcomed the judicial proceedings as an opportunity for “justice to accomplish its mission so that the truth is clearly established.” Herve also said he was pleased he will “finally be able to explain myself ... it will allow me to defend my innocence.”

The victims’ families have maintained that Fabius’ government chose not to purchase an American AIDS test to screen donor blood in order to favor a French test that was being perused at the time.

They also claim that any order to continue using the blood bank’s contaminated stocks had to have originated, even if indirectly, further up the health-care hierarchy.

Happy 21st Jen!

I Love You!

Love,
Hoolay

Thursday Theatre

September 29th

Showtime 7:30 p.m. On sale now at all Ticketmaster outlets and the State Theatre box office. Call 619-307-7065. A Salinas production. State Theatre 40 F. Nordick, Salinas.
Eight killed, 30 hurt in Beijing street clash

By CHARLENE FU
Associated Press

BEIJING

Even with rising crime in China, a shootout in Beijing on Tuesday that left eight people dead and more than 30 wounded was highly unusual in a nation that keeps a tight grip on its citizens.

An Iranian diplomat and his son were among those killed in the early morning shootout on a major thoroughfare.

China has a strict ban on civilian ownership of guns and ammunition and harsh penalties meant to deter crime, including wide use of the death penalty.

Yet, the government reported a 20 percent increase in the number of serious and violent crimes nationwide in the first six months of this year.

Current economic reforms have made many Chinese richer. But they also have led to enormous leaks in crime, drug abuse, prostitution — and the most corrupt government since the Communists took power in 1949.

"China is becoming an increasingly anarchic society," David Shambaugh, senior lecturer in Chinese politics at the University of London, wrote earlier this year in Current History. "China's social fabric is fraying."

The rush-hour shooting rampage occurred shortly after 7 a.m. when a single gunman fired indiscriminately on the Second Ring Road, near a compound where foreign diplomats and journalists live.

The man ran down the middle of the road, firing an automatic rifle, probably an AK-47, witnesses said. They saw the windows of a passing bus explode and saw the gunman shoot a motorcyclist.

He hailed a minivan taxi and got into the back, said an Asian diplomat whose apartment faces the road. When the driver and a passenger in the front seat tried to flee, the gunman shot both at point-blank range.

The passenger appeared to have died, said the diplomat, who spoke on condition of anonymity.

After shooting the two men in the minivan, the gunman fled down the road, pursued by police with automatic rifles who shot him to death.

Officials at the Iranian Embassy said Yousif Mohammadi Pishknari and one of his sons were shot to death. Another son was shot in the leg.

The official Xinhua News Agency reported Mohammadi's two daughters were taken to a hospital.

By CHARLENE FU
Associated Press

WASHINGTON

A leader from one side of Northern Ireland's sectarian divide pushed President Clinton on Tuesday to increase U.S. financial aid to the troubled country as a way to help both sides live in peace.

John Hume, the Catholic leader who helped pave the way for the IRA cease-fire, said he told President Clinton that "the next stage has to be an agreement among our divided people — and that the best assistance that I thought could come from the United States would be economic assistance."

Hume got no commitment from Clinton, but said he came away with "no doubt whatsoever of the commitment of President Clinton to do everything in his power to assist us and he made that very, very clear to me." A senior administration official, speaking on condition of anonymity, said the White House was studying proposals to increase aid to Northern Ireland that would "reach out to both communities and help with the unemployment problem."

Among the ideas under discussion is some sort of task force on Northern Ireland, the official said.

Hume said he was hoping for a committee to examine "positive ways of helping, economically, Northern Ireland and the border countries which are the areas that have suffered the most from our troubles."

Hume met with Vice President Al Gore, and Clinton joined the meeting in session. The Clinton administration planned to consult Wednesday with leaders from the other side of the dispute.

Leaders of the Ulster Unionists, Northern Ireland's largest party and the group that gets the bulk of the pro-British Protestant vote, planned to meet Wednesday with Gore, congressional leaders and State Department officials.

The administration also is considering giving Gerry Adams, leader of the IRA's political wing, a visa to visit the northeastern United States.

Ireland asks for aid from US

By NANCY BENAC
Associated Press

WASHINGTON

A leader from one side of Northern Ireland's sectarian divide pushed President Clinton on Tuesday to increase U.S. financial aid to the troubled country as a way to help both sides live in peace.

John Hume, the Catholic leader who helped pave the way for the IRA cease-fire, said he told President Clinton that "the next stage has to be an agreement among our divided people — and that the best assistance that I thought could come from the United States would be economic assistance."

Hume got no commitment from Clinton, but said he came away with "no doubt whatsoever of the commitment of President Clinton to do everything in his power to assist us and he made that very, very clear to me." A senior administration official, speaking on condition of anonymity, said the White House was studying proposals to increase aid to Northern Ireland that would "reach out to both communities and help with the unemployment problem."

Among the ideas under discussion is some sort of task force on Northern Ireland, the official said.

Hume said he was hoping for a committee to examine "positive ways of helping, economically, Northern Ireland and the border countries which are the areas that have suffered the most from our troubles."

Hume met with Vice President Al Gore, and Clinton joined the meeting in session. The Clinton administration planned to consult Wednesday with leaders from the other side of the dispute.

Leaders of the Ulster Unionists, Northern Ireland's largest party and the group that gets the bulk of the pro-British Protestant vote, planned to meet Wednesday with Gore, congressional leaders and State Department officials.

The administration also is considering giving Gerry Adams, leader of the IRA's political wing, a visa to visit the northeastern United States.
Marines expand, take over Northern Haitian City

By FRED BAYLES
Associated Press

CAP-HAITIEN, Haiti
U.S. Marines landed this morning in northern Haiti, expanding their peacekeeping mission to the country's second largest city. Curious civilians who came to the water's edge watched the show.

In Port-au-Prince, Haitian police fired shots in the air today to disperse a crowd of Haitians chasing a convoy of U.S. military vehicles. It was the first major disturbance since American forces took control of the Haitian capital.

At least a dozen police officers went into the crowd swinging clubs and several shots were fired in the air from automatic weapons, sending the crowd scrambling. The incident occurred near the police station in Cite Soleil, a stronghold of the exiled Haitian president.

Haitian police cooperated with the landing in Cap-Haitien, keeping the crowds out of the Marines' way.

The first 200 of 1,600 Marines bound for Cap-Haitien set off at 7:20 a.m. today as 14 armed amphibious vehicles left the USS Nashville and threaded through tiny fishing vessels on the way to the city's port.

At the same time, waves of troop-carrying helicopters, supported by Cobra gunships, left the USS Wasp off the craggy north coast to secure the airfield on the second day of the U.S. operation to restore Haiti's elected government.

The Cap-Haitien air-and-sea operation touched Haitian soil precisely at 8 a.m. There was no resistance, much like Monday when 3,000 U.S. forces took control of the Port-au-Prince airport and harbor.

"The operation appears to be going fairly smoothly so far," Lt. Scott Gureck, a Navy spokesman, said today.

The Marines' objective was to secure the city of 65,000 people's port and airport, then move inland to take control of two roads and two bridges. Later in the day, they were expected to move further into town to locations by the Army barracks and several police outposts.

The docks at Port-au-Prince, meanwhile, were quiet under sunny skies this morning. U.S. ships and helicopters unloaded more troops and materiel and street vendors opened for business without incident.

YOUR VOTE WILL COUNT ON NOV. 8!

SO BE SURE TO REGISTER TO VOTE:
10:30 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. & 4:30 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday (9/21) and Thursday (9/22)

NORTH AND SOUTH DINING HALLS

Notre Dame Student Coordinators of Leone for State Senate Committee:
Ann Goodwin, Molly Lajoie & Kari Husain
Saint Mary's Coordinator: Jennifer Dillman

For further information call: 272-1968 or 271-0469
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Accounting Graduates

Where You Go Has A Lot To Do With Where You Start!

UJB Financial Corp. has a lot to offer today's graduate, starting with exciting entry-level career opportunities. As a top ranked, notably progressive financial institution, we also offer a dynamic pace and solid potential for upward mobility. If you're graduating with an Accounting degree, you'll find the solution to your expectations in our Auditing Division. You'll work in a congenial group comprised of other recent graduates and will be exposed to virtually every area of the company. You'll receive excellent on-the-job training, while enjoying a competitive starting salary, outstanding benefits, continuous learning opportunities, and educational reimbursement.

On Campus Recruiting Tuesday, October 18

Where You Go Has A Lot To Do With Where You Start!

UJB Financial Corp. has a lot to offer today's graduate, starting with exciting entry-level career opportunities. As a top ranked, notably progressive financial institution, we also offer a dynamic pace and solid potential for upward mobility. If you're graduating with an Accounting degree, you'll find the solution to your expectations in our Auditing Division. You'll work in a congenial group comprised of other recent graduates and will be exposed to virtually every area of the company. You'll receive excellent on-the-job training, while enjoying a competitive starting salary, outstanding benefits, continuous learning opportunities, and educational reimbursement.

There are a lot of reasons to begin your career with us. Find out all about them, when you join us on Tuesday, October 18. Opportunities are available in Northern New Jersey. For additional information, please contact your Career Center.
"Where are we headed?" "What's going on?" It seems that everyone is always going, without ever really taking the time to examine where they are, the here and now. I ran into a friend of mine the other day and instead of asking where she was going, I said "Where are you?" She replied, "Nothing." I asked in return, "What's going on?" She launched into a speech about what college is all about. Some people are real philosophers, about how they planned to play their life right at that moment, but in the end we are all kidding ourselves, yet finding ourselves swirling around us. Here on the planet of South Bend, we seem that much smaller. Everything makes the planet we live on seem that much smaller. Just this past weekend, right in our own backyard, the United States narrowly averted war with Haiti. How many people in our own backyard even cared? How many people really keep up with that story? Be honest. How many of us really keep up with the world outside of this campus? Perhaps. After the cold war ended, freed from the limitations of its bipolarism, the world was thrown into a tremendous era of change. We are the generation of that change. It is now our turn to deal with the ramifications of the dramatic, indefasiable changes which the world is undergoing every moment of every day. Cristinzio is a junior computer science major. He lives in Stanley Hall.
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SMC Writing Center eases student anxiety

By THERESA ALEMAN
Access Writer

Rudy writes his rules of the game

By THERESA ALEMAN
Access Writer

He graduated third from the bottom of his class and went on to graduate from the University of Notre Dame and to make a movie about his life and dreams. To win the gold, his gold medal, his Notre Dame students knew it would not be found in the form of an Olympic medal, nor was it in a pot of riches. But it was a rainbow, not a rainbow. He was not even satisfied with having the gold on the golden desk as a student at Notre Dame. His gold was in the spray paint on a sweaty and tattered helmet he used when he was a member of the Fighting Irish football team.

In his book, "Rudy's Rules," author, motivational speaker, and Notre Dame graduate, Rudy Ruettiger offers advice to people who wish to excel in anything. "Rudy" Ruettiger recalls how he struggled doing odd jobs both before and after his graduation from Notre Dame in an effort to find a new dream after he had lived a dream to play for the Irish.

Ryettiger writes in a vernacular writing style for the common reader. He is not a fancy writer who has no desire to be one. "Rudy's Rules" is about productive people who are accustomed to criticizing Khan or Hum. It is neither the product of Shakespeare or Chaucer. No subject is in literature in any future.

But clearly, writing great literature is not the goal of the author. His goal as an author and motivational speaker is to teach people how to dream and how to realize dreams. The words, discouragement, encouragement, anger, success, defeat, winning, losing, describe Rudy Ruettiger's life. "Rudy's Rules" is for anyone who has been told he could not do what he really wanted.

"Rudy's Rules" is for anyone who is determined but discouraged or big on heart, but short-changed in God-given talent or potential. It is a book for anyone who has ever been laughed at for his dreams. In short, "Rudy's Rules" is for the person who has no visible talent or potential. It is a book of how to surpass mediocrity and find greatness, even when none is present.

The language of Ruettiger's book is simple and straightforward. He avoids the use of literary words. "Rudy's Rules" challenges readers to dream big to formulate goals and to persevere until the goal is realized. Ruettiger dispels the misconceptions that our politically correct, Barney the Dinosaur-esque society holds regarding competition and dedication.

Frequently using the words "getting knocked on my butt" and "working my butt off," Ruettiger describes simply what it took for him to achieve success and finally, happiness. "Well," writes Ruettiger, "I never claimed to be clever. I'm a simple guy. I'm not good at fancy talk and charts and graphs. But I've achieved my dreams. And I've done it in a cause I never thought of why it couldn't have happened. I've done it by being too dumb to make it complicated." Anyone realizes the value of this statement clearly. Notre Dame does not graduate dummies.

Ruettiger writes how his blue collar background could have landed him a comfortable position in society, as a mediocre worker in an average job, but he had big dreams and was willing to take the big disappointments to get what he wanted.

He writes, "I got a job as the maintenance man at my condominium project. I shoveled the snow in the winter and cut the grass in the summer. That was my job. When the call came to go to Hollywood to sign, I had $56 in my checking account. That was my entire fortune." This former maintenance man has spent time with the President in the White House, been asked to make speeches at speaking engagements, and most certainly, seen his name in lights.

"Rudy's Rules," beginning with "Everyone can be anyone" and wanting to be "proactively outlines the process whereby a commoner can become a success story. Alluding to famous athletes and American heroes, Ruettiger presents stories not unlike his own. "Rudy's Rules" is light, airplane literature which might just make you think about where your gold lies.
It's a big decision, choosing where to begin your career. There are many reasons to join Deloitte & Touche — our clients, our dedication to quality, our professional development opportunities, our people. People who enjoy what they do. Our mission is simple: To be the professional services firm that consistently exceeds the expectations of our clients and our people.

With 15,000 people in more than 100 offices in the United States, and through our global organization, Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu International, we offer clients worldwide an outstanding and diverse portfolio of services. For you, this means unlimited opportunities to grow, professionally and personally. So why not join a firm that will exceed your expectations?

Congratulations to the following graduates of the Class of '94 who recently joined Deloitte & Touche:

- Andrea Alexander
- Carlos Apacible
- Mark Bangasser
- Kevin Carrigan
- Joseph Claussen
- Nancy Davis
- Jean Einloth
- Mark Engel
- Thomas Fleming
- Karen Gromdin
- Masahiro Hirao
- Ivan Hofman
- Nancy Johns
- Brian Kelly
- Ashley Kocevar
- Angie Kolbas
- Michelle Manning
- James Martin
- Amy Milhko
- Brian Murray
- Ed Neuffer
- Dana O'Leary
- Jon Oleksyk
- Maria Ortega
- Denise Paulin
- Michael Preissler
- Janice Reis
- Jon Ross
- Michael Rozembajgier
- Jennifer Schellensberger
- Gina Smith
- Eric Staub
- Timothy Walsh

The above professionals are joining our offices in Atlanta, Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Columbus, Detroit, Houston, Indianapolis, New York, Orange County/Costa Mesa, Parsippany, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, San Jose and Seattle.

We will be on campus:
Sunday, October 9, 1994. Reception for Interviewing Students
The Monogram Room (JACC), 7:00 - 9:00 PM

Monday, October 10, 1994 and Tuesday, October 11, 1994
Campus Interviews for full-time positions. Stop by Career and Placement Services for sign-up information.
Five players to watch:
1. Mary Kraft-Pangborn's junior quarterback could air it out in the gold division.
2. Shelly Dillonburger-Junior linebacker could come up big for Badin this year.
3. Marcie McNeill-Always dangerous QB could lead Slammers back to the Blue division.
4. Kara Woitkowski-Under two years ago, the P.E. Pyros' new defensive system, which was a big improvement due to the addition of a new defensive coordinator.
5. OfF-Campus-Rusty G. the premier of Rudy was the night that the Pyros scrimmaged Badin, last season's runner-up, and lost 14-0. OnK. said the main problem was an inexperienced special teams crew. She said that the defense played a much better game than the one it faced last year. P.E. faces the defending champions P.W., and dealt them a 6-6 loss.
6. Shelly Dillenburger-Knit's biggest setback is lack of Tim Shannon and his four assistants, who covered every position. The Pyros agree that the coaching of Tim Shannon and his four assistants will be the key to a successful season. "We're very lucky to have five great coaches who are really nice guys!" said Marci Albono.
P.E. will try to shore up their special teams before their first game, and as Woitkowski said, "This could be the best year ever for P.E. football."

**PASQUERILLA EAST**

The P.E. Pyros are hoping to build on last season's success and make it to the final rounds of the playoffs this year. Team Captain Sue O'Kain said, "Last year we made it to the playoffs, which was a big improvement because we were not even 3 years old, and didn't win a single game. This year we hope to go even further."

"I am confident in her team, and they showed a strong defense and a good quarterback among the Pyro's assets."

P.E. has several returning athletes, including Quarterback Kirsten Doty, Linebacker Kara Woitkowski, and Tight-end Marina Albono. P.E. hopes to line up to play football this year, and though the numbers have dwindled somewhat, P.E. should be able to field a sizable team.

Kara Woitkowski said the Pyros' defense should be stellar this season due to the addition of a new defensive coach. "We're picking up where we left off last year," Woitkowski said. "Wequist have a few returning players, so we're not starting over."

Kara>Bridget Magenis said, "We lost a lot of our good players were missing," said Magenis. The Wessels recovered from that loss, however, and brought the football team home to Pasquerilla West.

The Wessels are hoping to rebuild their team this year, because they lost many key seniors. Bridget Magenis said, "We lost a lot of our core players, including ten to twelve seniors who covered every position."

"P.W. will have to fill the spot of quarterback, safety, and running back, among others."

"Magenis said that this year's prospective quarterback, Kieu Vu, often only have twelve or thirteen at our practices."

**NOEL**

The Knott Angels football team is hoping to improve their record from last year and have fun while doing it. Last year the team finished a disappointing 0-6, but they remain enthusiastic and optimistic about the coming season. Key returning players include Kara Waliser, who was the quarterback for the past three years, and many other seniors.

The Angels biggest setback is lack of athletes. Many players have to play both offense and defense. "We are hoping to improve the conditioning of our players at practice," said Tracey Banks. "Other teams have thirty or forty girls out, and we are not allowed to play on the team because we live off campus. "We have a lot of talented freshman out for the team this year," Magenis related.

"Our goals for the season are to work on the cohesiveness of the team, to lay the groundwork for coming seasons, and to have fun," she added.

Sophomore Running Back Sarah Rapp said that the key to last year's championship season was, "A lot of senior leadership. We all worked very hard and worked together. This year we've lost a lot of players, so we're a young team, but we're enthusiastic and hard working."

Coach John Gordon is working hard to figure out where everyone should play, but the team is confident that they will be ready for their first game of the season.

As Bridget Magenis said, "We have a time-honored football tradition here at P.W., and we're going to uphold that image while having a good time."
Farley's Melissa Mapses tries to find her flag.

**Off-Campus**

The Chickens of Lewis Hall are optimistic about their team and its capabilities. Their biggest strength is their depth, after having an unusually large number of players try out and make the squad. The opposite side of that strength is that the majority of the numbers of players are young. The young players on the team will be inexperience, a weakness which might present problems as the regular season opens. The offense will be led by running back Amy Granados, and the defense, led by Stephanie Ready, won't be caught off guard. Last year Lewis lost their two starting backs, but after having a young team, Senior defensive back and captain Tracy Cole is anxious to make it back.

"We've been practicing really hard and we are all ready for the season to begin," said Cole. Their opener is this week against Seton Hall.

**Gold Division**

**W omen's Football**
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Farley's Molly Riestenberg

Farley's Melissa Mapses tries to find her flag.

**OFF-CAMPUS**

Alas, women's intramural camp begins this week, one team is actually coming off a perfect season. Of course they didn't play at all last year, but...The 1994 women's off-campus team did not play last year when no team was formed. They are formed, due to the hard work of captain Kelly Guern and other off-campus women, who will return to complete in the blue division this season.

"I didn't play last year," said Guern. "I was determined to get a team together in my senior year!"

Guern admitted that there were some slight hiccups this week playing for dorms or off-campus. However, others were able to find an outlet to play on the off-campus squad.

"Everyone was really excited about the start of the season," said Guern. "We're having a good time, and the turnout has been good."

In regard to having a perfect season, the women's squad with several players from other dorms, will show leadership throughout the season.

"We are looking forward to this season, this year," said Guern. "We're having a good season and people are coming out.

"I did not play last year," said Guern. "I was determined to get a team together in my senior year!"

Guern admitted that there were some slight hiccups. However, the women's squad with several players from other dorms, will show leadership throughout the season.

"We are looking forward to this season, this year," said Guern. "We're having a good season and people are coming out.

"I did not play last year," said Guern. "I was determined to get a team together in my senior year!"

However, the women's squad with several players from other dorms, will show leadership throughout the season.

"We are looking forward to this season, this year," said Guern. "We're having a good season and people are coming out.
The Belles struggled with the first two games losing 3-15 and 0-15. Saint Mary's lead in scoring in the third game only needing one point to win. They went through seven rotations without scoring one point and Cordynia eventually tied their score. There was a mix up in the rotation. Captain Sara Stronzcek called for a rotation check, but the referee was unable to hear her. Another teammate called for the same rotation check, but the referee was unable to hear her. Another team also called for a rotation check, however she did not have the authority to make the call. Therefore, captain Anne Lawerence had to serve the ball. Consequently she served an ace and the Belles would have won the third game. Lawrence could have tossed the ball and let it drop. Requiring the referee to signal a new serve. Allowing Stronzcek another chance to serve. Biek. “It was a frustrating game. It was no one’s fault. We just showed signs of a young team last night.”

“We feel because of the absence of skills.” Saint Mary’s consists of nine freshman and three juniors. “Lawrence, really came through for us during the game,” said Schroeder-Biek. “She had a steady game, keeping up the back row.”

Junior transfer student Kelley Prosser twisted her ankle during the game and did not return to play. As of last night Prosser was unable to walk on it. “Prosser has her head on straight,” said Schroeder-Biek. “I can’t say her injury was a major rule in are lose but she adds a calming effect to the team.”

Freshman Meg Kelly lead the team with twelve kills, three blocks and fourteen digs. Stronzcek had six kills, twelve digs and fifteen assists. Starting setter Kelly Meyer had eight digs and only eleven assists. “We were not doing well as individuals,” said Schroeder-Biek. “Let alone as a team.”

“We were not ready to play,” said Prosser. “I think we will be more mentally prepared for this weekends game.”

There was a mix up in the rotation. Captain Sara Stronzcek called for a rotation check, but the referee was unable to hear her. Another teammate called for the same rotation check, however she did not have the authority to make the call. Therefore, captain Anne Lawerence had to serve the ball. Consequently she served an ace and the Belles would have won the third game. Lawrence could have tossed the ball and let it drop. Requiring the referee to signal a new serve. Allowing Stronzcek another chance to serve. Biek. “It was a frustrating game. It was no one’s fault. We just showed signs of a young team last night.”

“We feel because of the absence of skills.” Saint Mary’s consists of nine freshman and three juniors. “Lawrence, really came through for us during the game,” said Schroeder-Biek. “She had a steady game, keeping up the back row.”

Junior transfer student Kelley Prosser twisted her ankle during the game and did not return to play. As of last night Prosser was unable to walk on it. “Prosser has her head on straight,” said Schroeder-Biek. “I can’t say her injury was a major rule in are lose but she adds a calming effect to the team.”

Freshman Meg Kelly lead the team with twelve kills, three blocks and fourteen digs. Stronzcek had six kills, twelve digs and fifteen assists. Starting setter Kelly Meyer had eight digs and only eleven assists. “We were not doing well as individuals,” said Schroeder-Biek. “Let alone as a team.”

“We were not ready to play,” said Prosser. “I think we will be more mentally prepared for this weekends game.”

The Belles face their next challenge Friday night at University of Dubuque.
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

THAT CAR COSTS YOU A NICKEL.

IF YOU DON'T MIND, BEFORE BIG TESTS I'D LIKE TO RUB YOUR HEAD FOR LUCK.

CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1 Luggage
2 Sneaking suspicion
3 Waist material
4 Broadway aunts
5 The Old Curiosity Shop heroine
6 Words of enlightenment
7 Everybody's opposite
8 Brickbat
9 Bear head, once
10 Big Friday's comment at the office equipment store

DOWN
1 Movie pooch
2 Not softer voice
3 Shine
4 Wired
5 Actress Stevens
6 More than ennobled
7 Exile site
8 Writer de Toqueville
9 Eastern lute
10 Bushwhacker
11 Where ends meet
12 Kind of price
13 Squirrels away
14 Alphabet quartet
15 Pending
16 Wife, to Caesar

CULTURAL Freeze-Frame

Remember: When in doubt... At least try. On my head.

IF YOU TOOK MBA CLASSES YOU'D UNDERSTAND THAT WORKING FOR FREE IS A LOW NPV.

STAND THAT WORKING CLASSES YOU'D UNDERSTAND MIGHT HAVE A LOW NPV.

Sneaking suspicion in the anchor and flies to Planet 5, being smaller, is forward.

Answers to any three clues by touch-tone phone: 1-800-420-5656 (75¢ each minute).

If you need to drink more beer, try to drink before a Jerusalem Information Meeting with on-site directors Father Dennis Madden and Jim Venza.

An Angers, France Information Meeting with Professor richard will take place at 5:30 p.m. in room 205 of DeBartolo Hall.

A Jerusalem Information Meeting with on-site directors Father Dennis Madden and Jim Venza will be held this afternoon at 4:30 p.m. in room 245 of DeBartolo Hall.

A Jerusalem Information Meeting with on-site directors Father Dennis Madden and Jim Venza will be held this afternoon at 4:30 p.m. in room 245 of DeBartolo Hall.

A Jerusalem Information Meeting with on-site directors Father Dennis Madden and Jim Venza will be held this afternoon at 4:30 p.m. in room 245 of DeBartolo Hall.

An Angers, France Information Meeting with Professor Paul McDowell will take place at 6:30 p.m. in room 115 of O'Shaughnessy Hall.

Calvin and Hobbes

Hey Dad, look at that! COMICAL.

How come you don't drive a cool sports car like that guy?

And look at the bang, hes... cool car, how doesn't look like that?

Hey, want you to drink more beer, you need to drink more beer.

Because your really eating mashed potatoes, not healthy food.

Maybe you guys need to drink more beer.

Reprinted with permission. All rights reserved
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DRINKING SELLS THE DREAM...

You can not always believe in everything you see on TV.

Office of Alcohol and Drug Education
LaFortune Student Center 631-7970
Secondary may shift to youth

Holtz looks to Covington and Rossum for depth

By MIKE NORBUT
Assistant Sports Editor

Lou Holtz is implementing a youth movement.

The Irish head football coach announced at his weekly press conference yesterday that numerous freshmen will probably see playing time in Saturday's game against Purdue.

"We are going to work with two young corners, Ivory Covington and Allen Rossum," Holtz said. "Those are two freshmen we will play more. Corey Bennett will see a little bit more time at outside linebacker."

Covington and Rossum will be working their way in on the side of senior Shawn Wooden, while seniors Tracy Graham and LaRon Moore will also be seeing time at the safety positions.

The possibility of youngsters in the game on Saturday excited the coach. "I think Ivory Covington and Allen Rossum at the corners are just good young athletes that have never been beaten as they are very, very confident," Holtz said. "A young player knows no fear. That is the thing we like about Ivory Covington and Allen Rossum."

Other personnel changes include junior Alton Maiden moving to nose tackle behind Oliver Gibson, and Emmett Mosley changing to tackle to support fellow sophomores Randy Kinder and Robert Farmer.

Notre Dame may be without the services of two of their captains this week. While tailback Lee Becton will probably miss four weeks due to a hip injury, he obtained in last Saturday's Michigan State game, offensive guard Ryan Leahy is on a day-to-day basis after missing last week with a knee injury.

"The situation is such that Lee Becton is still on crutches," Holtz said. "They tell me four weeks. I would be more optimistic, but then again, I am not the trainer. Ryan Leahy is a waiting-to-see-type situation. In the event he can't go, then of course we will go with Steve Miletic again."

Miletic, a junior, performed well in his first start in an Irish uniform last week.

Recruiting Coordinator Tony Yelovich has reportedly taken an administrative position in the Notre Dame athletic office, but details were not discussed.

"This will probably happen very, very soon because the need is there and this is something that Tony wants to do," Holtz said. "He feels that it is in his best interest."

Offensive coordinator Dave Roberts will be handling the recruiting duties this season. A permanent replacement has not yet been decided upon.

Irish end two-game skid

Adkisson scores twice as Irish topple Titans, 5-0

By THOMAS SCHLIDT
Sports Writer

While talent and depth help a team win, experience can never be overlooked. Thanks to the intensity and desire of senior sweeper Kevin Adkisson, the Notre Dame men's soccer team defeated Detroit Mercy 5-0 last night.

The first half of the game was relatively slow and sloppy for the Irish, as some passes were going errant and players were slow to get to the ball.

The Irish got a break at 27:23 as a long shot from the midfield took a high bounce and slipped through goalkeeper Ryan Lenarcic's hands. Senior Tim Oates slipped behind Lenarcic and pushed it in for a 1-0 lead.

Except for having the lead, the Irish had done nothing to show any dominance until Adkisson stepped forward.

He had been yelling encouragement to the offense all game, and finally decided to take charge. At 42:24 after stopping a two on one attack from the Titans in front of the Irish, Adkisson dribbled the ball past the midfield and worked a give and go with freshman forward Ryan Turner. With the return pass from Turner, he dribbled to the end line and made a perfect crossing pass, past the goalkeeper, to Oates, who drove it in for his second goal and a 2-0 lead.

Adkisson later scored in the second half as he was asked to take a penalty kick for the team.

"Kevin had a great game," coach Mike Berticelli said. "He is a motivated, driven senior. He is a role model to anyone playing soccer."

With the scoring drive by Adkisson, the Irish settled into their game plan and started to completely dominate the Titans in every aspect of the game.

Midfielders, senior Keith Carlson and sophomore Tony Capasso also added goals in the second half to seal up the victory.

With the win the Irish even up their conference record at 1-1. Yet, more importantly the Irish looked prepared to enter a tough stretch of their schedule as they face No. 1 Indiana this Friday, and Wake Forest on national television next Wednesday.

WOMEN'S IH FOOTBALL

Previews, rankings and predictions for the women's interhall season.

Pages 12-13

Check Thursday's Observer for full preview of Men's IH Football.